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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
GENERAL INFORMATION

a) All shipments are F.O.B. our premises, and are shipped
via the most efficient and cost effective method, prepaid and
charged, unlessother arrange-ments are made. Rush shipments can be accommodated and the additional charges for
this service will be added to your invoice.
b) All orders are non-rescindable, non-returnable, and nonrefundable unless the goods are damaged, you received an
incorrect shipment, or without a “return authorization” from
our Customer Service Department.

PRICES

All prices and fees are subject to change without notice.
Applicable taxes, shipping and handling charges will be added
to each invoice.

PAYMENT

VIDEO STREAMING & DUPLICATION RIGHTS

License/Purchase of programs does not include video streaming or duplication rights. Most programs in this catalogue
are available for video streaming and duplication subject to
negotiation. Please contact our customer service department
at (800) 668 0749.

RESTRICTIONS

1. All programs are protected by the Canadian Copyright
Act and international copyright laws. No materials may be
reproduced, duplicated, transmitted, or retransmitted, in whole
or in part, in any form or by any means whatsoever, without
prior written consent from Visual Education Centre.
2. No materials may be previewed, rented, loaned, or resold
outside the licensee’s/purchaser’s organizations, subsidiaries,
or divisions.

Terms are net thirty (30) days, after which interest of 1.5% per
month will be charged on all outstanding balances. Orders
under $100.00 (excluding shipping and handling) must be
prepaid by credit card.

3. Preview or license/purchase conveys the right for use of
the programs via optical projection or conventional video/DVD
playback systems only.

REPLACEMENT OF DEFECTIVE PRODUCT

4. Programs may not be exported from or sent outside of
Canada without the prior written consent of Visual Education
Centre

Any product that is found to be defective due to manufacturing
error will be replaced free of charge.

A division of
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BIOGRAPHY
Searching
for Victor
“Young” Perez:
The Boxer of
Auschwitz
When actor
Tomer Sisley first
heard about Victor “Young” Perez, he
couldn’t believe his ears. Inspired to
make a movie about his life, Sisley
became fascinated with the long-forgotten story of Victor “Young” Perez,
who rose to great fame in 1931 as
the youngest world champion in
boxing history, only to be deported to
Auschwitz, where he was forced to
box in the concentration camp for the
amusement of the guards. This compelling documentary follows Sisley on
his quest to learn more about Perez’s
harrowing, emotional story and to
meet the last people who knew Perez
and the secret of his tragic fate.
68 min. • College/Adult • 2017
EPF Media • EPF16009 • DVD: $150
5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

John Lewis:
Get in the Way
Follow the
courageous
journey of John
Lewis, a civil rights
hero, congressional
leader, and human
rights champion whose unwavering
fight for justice spans the past 50
years.

Globe Trekker: The Lost World of
Joseph Banks (5 Shows)
Among the most outstanding figures of the 18th and 19th
centuries, Sir Joseph Banks, the naturalist, explorer, collector, patron and President of the Royal Society for more
than 40 years, was one of Australia’s founding fathers. As
a young botanist, he accompanied Captain Cook on his
circumnavigation voyage of discovery to the South Seas. Banks was instrumental in establishing Kew Gardens as the greatest botanical centre in the
world. Utilizing his influence and friendship with King George III, and in society, he advanced the careers of many navigators, explorers, and naturalists,
including William Bligh and Matthew Flinders. Joseph Banks’ true genius and
legacy survives not only in his collections, notably his magnificent Herbarium
and Florilegium, the record of his botanizing in the South Seas, housed in
the Natural History Museum in London, but in his pivotal role in the founding
of Australia, first as a convict settlement and then as a British colony. In this
first ever documentary of Sir Joseph Banks, journalist Ian Cross explores Sir
Joseph Banks’ influence over five decades, during a critical period of great
change in the world, from 1770 to 1820. In the 5 half-hour programs, The
Lost World of Joseph Banks uncovers the relationships, achievements, and
controversies associated with this enigmatic figure.
150 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • Pilot Guides • PGD0177
DVD: $51.98 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $300 per show

Ada’s Ideas
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic): Ada Lovelace (18151852) was the daughter of Lord Byron, a poet, and Anna
Isabella Milbanke, a mathematician. Her parents separated
when she was young, and her mother insisted on a logicfocused education, rejecting Byron’s “mad” love of poetry.
But Ada remained fascinated with her father and considered mathematics “poetical science.” Via her friendship
with inventor Charles Babbage, she became involved in “programming” his
Analytical Engine, a precursor to the computer, thus becoming the world’s first
computer programmer. This picture book biography of Ada Lovelace is a compelling portrait of a woman who saw the potential for numbers to make art.
“…highly recommended for biography collections.” - School Library Journal
16 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2016 Dreamscape • DM49540 • DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

60 min. • College/Adult • 2017
PBS • JLEW701 • DVD: $69.95

CANADIAN STUDIES
The Bishop Who Ate
His Boots

In 1909, on one of his many walking tours over his vast
diocese in the Yukon, Bishop Stringer and Charles Johnson
got lost in an early winter storm. When they ran out of food
they stewed their spare moccasins to stay alive. Since then,
Isaac Stringer became known as, “The Bishop Who Ate
His Boots.” This film makes creative use of a rich collection
of vintage photos, film and documents to tell a remarkable
story of how he earned the trust of the Inuit and life among
them. In doing so it provides a close look at the culture and
practices of the Inuit at the turn of the 20th Century.
58 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2016 • Sheba Films • SFI05
DVD: $79.95 • 5-Year Streaming: $425
A division of

This video deals with one major environmental issue and its consequences
impacting all the Great Lakes - that
of excess nutrient inputs from urban
and rural areas. Using underwater and
aerial photography the video explores
the impact of excess fertilizers from city
sewage and agricultural runoff. These fuel both toxic algae
blooms and outbreaks of botulism that are deadly to Great
Lakes fishes and birds. The inshore shallows of the Lakes are
especially vulnerable to this form of pollution known as eutrophication. Raising awareness of the Great Lakes’ problems is
the first step to solving them. Our health is tied to the health
of our waters. Information can lead to appropriate action
and there is much we can do individually, and collectively
through policy, to reduce pollution. After surveying the Lakes’
rich inshore areas and pollution impacts on them, this video
includes information on how changes in our diets and food
production can make a difference. Together we can clean up
the lakes. But first comes knowledge and awareness.
15 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • Susan Gateley • SG01
DVD: $79.95 • 5-Year Streaming: $425

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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A documentary by renowned Canadian
cinematographer Richard Stringer,
about Isaac O. Stringer (1886-1934),
an Anglican missionary who with his
courageous wife Sadie, devoted his life
to the Canadian north.

Great Lakes on the Edge
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CANADIAN STUDIES
Atlantic

REVIEWS:

Narrated by Emmy Award-winning actor
Brendan Gleeson, this documentary follows the fortunes of three small fishing
communities – in Newfoundland, Ireland
and Norway – as they struggle to maintain their way of life in the face of mounting economic and ecological challenges.
As the oil majors drive deeper into their fragile seas, and
the world’s largest fishing companies push fish stocks to
the brink, coastal communities and the resources they
rely on are fast approaching a point of no return.
Filmed in some of the most remote and breathtaking locations in the North Atlantic, and at close quarters with some
of the sea’s most captivating characters, “Atlantic” brings to
the fore three very intimate stories from the global resource
debate. It explores how modern day communities must
learn from the past, in order to secure a brighter future.

-“…absolute must-see” - Film Ireland
-“Entertaining, informative and essential.”
- Irish Times
-“a wake-up call as chilling as a bucket of ice-cold
seawater over the head” - Irish Examiner
-“Epic in scope, damning in its conclusions”
- Irish Times
-“...Ó Domhnaill is a critical and influential documentary maker, exposing the reality of our resource mismanagement with his first major project The Pipe and
he astonishes again with Atlantic.” - Hot Press
-“vital… this is important stuff.”
- Sunday Independent
75 min. • Gr. 9-12, C-A • 2016 • Wreckhouse Prod.
WHP01 • DVD: $125 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $450

AWARDS:
- Risteard Ó Domhnaill, Winner of 2016 Screen 		
Directors’ Guild Finders Series
- Best Irish Documentary – Audi Dublin International
Film Festival 2016
- Best Environmental Documentary –
Chagrin Documentary Film Festival 2016
- Grand Jury Prize for Most Outstanding Film –
Wexford Documentary Film Festival 2016

- Audience Award – British & Irish Film Series
Festival, Luxembourg, 2016
- Ocean Awareness Award, Marine Institute
of Ireland, 2016
- Selected for BLUE Ocean Film Festival & 		
Conservation Summit, Florida USA, 2016
- Selected for Irish Film Institute Schools
Programme 2016-2017

See Also: Pay Your Interns! Page 3 | Guardians of Eternity Page 11

CAREER EDUCATION
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So You Want To Be An
Architect?

2

How a House is Built

Go into the world of architecture and
discover just what it’s like to be an
architect. In this program you’ll learn
all about the many different types of
architects, what architecture means to
different people, what inspires people
to design and how to come up with different ideas. We’ll
look at the first steps when designing a project, what
the libraries of the future might look like, take part in a
workshop day and learn how to construct a model from
an idea. Our young host Herschel Bronfman meets with
university students, professors and architecture teachers to find out, just what it takes to become an Architect.
Teaching materials available for download.

A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic):
Gail Gibbons combines clear, simple
wording with her signature illustrations to present all the steps involved
in building a house. From the architect
who draws the plans, through the various types of workers who construct it,
to the family who will make the house their home, each
aspect is explained with bright colours and diagrams.
Children can easily follow along as construction begins
at the ground level with surveyors, describing the jobs of
carpenters and plumbers. The many tools used to complete each task are explained, ultimately showing how all
the workers’ efforts come together to build a whole house
from basement to roof, both inside and outside.

25 min. • Gr. 6-12 • 2016 • TMW • K9180DVD
DVD: $59.99 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

9 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2016 • Dreamscape • DM45764
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545

A division of
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CAREER EDUCATION
Pay Your Interns!

REVIEWS:

This documentary film educates young
people and businesses about the
unfairness of illegal unpaid internships.
In Canada, each year approximately
300,00 individuals (mostly female)
take on unpaid work in the form of
internships, but the number is likely
much higher due to our government’s lack of interest in
tracking illegal unpaid internships, or even recognizing
that they exist. “Pay Your Interns!” is a brutally honest,
unapologetic critique of the practice of Canadian employers turning a blind eye to the Employment Standards Act
by “hiring” interns, who are expected to perform the work
of a paid employee, without payment.

- “Thank you for Pay Your Interns! One of the few films 		
on this topic. It does an elegant and compelling job of 		
touching on virtually every issue that is connected to 		
the question of unpaid internships.”
- Ross Perlin, author of Intern Nation.

What is an intern? What is the difference between a legal/
illegal internship? Is a volunteer an intern? Is an intern
an unpaid employee? What is our government doing to
protect young professionals from unscrupulous employers
looking for free labour? What can an intern do to protect
their workplace rights? “Pay Your Interns!” answers
these questions and many more. The film delivers information and communicates ideas in a visually cheeky way
by juxtaposing archival footage against interviews with
advocates, brave unpaid interns, rally protesters, and
people on the street who offer their take on volunteering,
internships and paid employment. “Pay Your Interns” is
informative, provocative and fun!

- “… The film’s message and its impact are clear and 		
courageous. A society without unpaid interns will 		
continue to benefit from this piece of work.”
- Naguib Gouda, past President and CEO of 		
Career Edge Organization

45 min. • Gr. 11-12, C-A • 2016 • Cowgirls Can Cut It
CCCIF01 • Schools - $89.95
Colleges/Universities/School Boards: $239.95
5-year streaming rights - $995

- “Pay Your Interns! highlights the young voices speak		
ing out about the injustices of unpaid labour and the 		
activists working to reform the internship system. The 		
film, a deep look at some pressing issues facing young 		
workers today, is must-see classroom viewing.”
- Dr. Nicole S. Cohen, Assistant Professor, 		
Institute of Communication, Culture, Information,
and Technology at the University of Toronto,
Mississauga

- “This film truly reflects the hardships faced by interns.”
- Schenella Pinto, Director of Research 		
and Labour Policy and Executive Team member 		
of the Canadian Intern Association
- “Pay Your Interns! is an interesting look into the fight 		
to change perception and legislation around unpaid 		
internships.” - Stephane Hamade, Board of 		
Directors member of the Ontario Undergraduate 		
Student Alliance (OUSA), the Canadian Intern 		
Association, and the Federation of Students
- “Pay Your Interns! is an engaging and informative 		
introduction to the problems surrounding and political 		
responses to the recent explosion of unpaid intern		
ships in a precarious economy. A great primer.”
- Dr. Tanner Mirrlees, Assistant Professor, 		
Communication and Digital Media Studies 		
Program at the University of Ontario Institute
of Technology (UOIT)

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS / FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

VeggieTales in the House: Captain LarryBeard and the Search for the Pirate
Ship - Stories about Sharing and Caring

88 min. • Gr. PreK-2 • 2016 • Big Idea • BIG44395 • DVD: $12.95
Little Charmers: Sparkle Bunny Day!
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • Nelvana • E1F5089 • DVD: $13.98
The Cat In The Hat Knows A Lot About Camping!
Gr. PreK-3 • 2017 • Sony Pictures • ROW4029
DVD: $14.99
My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic - Twilight
and Starlight
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • Shout Factory • SF17569
DVD: $13.98

Blaze and the Monster Machines: Race Into 		
Velocityville
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • Paramount • ROW3889 • DVD $15.99
Shimmer and Shine: Friendship Divine
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • Paramount • ROW3879 • DVD: $15.99
DC Super Hero Girls: Hero of the Year
Gr. K-5 • 2017 • Warner • ROW3877 • DVD: $24.95
Sesame Street: Singing with the Stars 2
Gr. PreK-2 • 2017 • Warner • ROW3894 • DVD: $16.99

Transformers: Robots in Disguise - Overloaded
& Decepticon Island
Please visit our website www.visualed.com for more titles
Gr. PreK-3 • 2017 • Shout Factory • SF17570DVD: $19.98
from these children’s series and many others!
A division of

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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Ichabeezer has lost his toy pirate ship! Guess what? Larry the Cucumber found the ship and wants to
keep it for himself! Can Bob the Tomato help Larry decide to do what’s right - or will Larry’s friendship
with Ichabeezer be lost at sea? Find out in this all-new VeggieTales In The House story about sharing
and caring. Also includes 7 additional episodes!
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FAMILY STUDIES
Child Development Theorists
The changes that happen to humans in the first two decades of life are astonishing - from being
helpless newborns to independent adults. The study of that journey - with its physical, intellectual,
social, and emotional changes - is called child development theory. Theories in child development
have changed the way that parents raise their children and the way teachers teach those children.
Child Development Theorists is an entertaining and enlightening view of fifteen major child development theorists, including:
•
•
•
•

Sigmund Freud
Maria Montessori
Arnold Gesell
Lev Vygotsky

•
•
•
•

Jean Piaget
Rudolf Dreikurs
Erik Erikson
Abraham Maslow

•
•
•
•

John Bowlby
B.F. Skinner
Benjamin Spock
Lawrence Kohlberg

• T. Berry Brazelton
• Diana Baumrind
• Howard Gardner

Free Teaching Materials available for download.
20 min. • Gr. 6-A • 2016 • Learning Zone • LZ300063 • DVD: $99.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $350

FEATURE FILMS & DOCUMENTARIES
Streaming rights for Feature Films marked
Additional charge of $50 plus applicable taxes for DVD master
Additional charge of $75 plus applicable taxes for closed captioning
Discount Offered

Cost per Title One Year

0%

$205

$550

$900

5-9 Titles

15%

$174.25

$467.50

$765

10-15 Titles

20%

$164

$440

$720

16+ Titles

30%

$143.50

$385

$630

Kubo lives a quiet, normal life in a small
shoreside village until a spirit from
the past turns his life upside down by
re-igniting an age-old vendetta. This
causes all sorts of havoc as gods and
monsters chase Kubo who, in order to
survive, must locate a magical suit of armor once worn
by his late father, a legendary Samurai warrior.

Trolls

2017 Academy Award Nominee for Best Animated Feature

DreamWorks Animation’s Trolls is an
irreverent comedy extravaganza with
incredible music! From the genius creators of Shrek, Trolls stars Anna Kendrick
as Poppy, the optimistic leader of the
Trolls, and her polar opposite, Branch,
played by Justin Timberlake. Together, this unlikely pair of
Trolls must embark on an adventure that takes them far
beyond the only world they’ve ever known.

101 min. • Gr. 3-A • 2016 • eOne Films • AL527665
DVD: $27.98

2017 Academy Award Nominee for Best Song
(Can’t Stop the Feeling!)

Moonlight

2017 SPRING DVD NEW RELEASES

Cost per Title Five Year

1-4 Titles

Kubo and the Two Strings
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Cost per Title 3 Year

A timeless story of human connection
and self-discovery, Moonlight chronicles
the life of a young black man from childhood to adulthood as he struggles to
find his place in the world while growing
up in a rough neighborhood of Miami.
2017 Academy Award Winner for Best Picture, Best
Supporting Actor (Mahershala Ali) & Best Adapted Screenplay
110 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016 • Elevation Pictures
100084E • DVD: $30.99

The Founder
The story will focus on how Ray Kroc
- a milkshake dispensers salesman
turned McDonald’s into a global fast
food empire. Kroc began working for
the McDonald brothers in 1954 at the
age of 51 as a franchising agent and
bought the chain for $2.7 million in
1961.Rated ‘PG-13’.

92 min. • Gr. K-A • 2016 • Fox • F132238 • DVD: $37.98

Hidden Figures

As the United States raced against
Russia to put a man in space, NASA
found untapped talent in a group of
African-American female mathematicians that served as the brains behind
one of the greatest operations in U.S.
history. Based on the unbelievably true
life stories of three of these women, known as “human
computers”, we follow these women as they quickly rose
the ranks of NASA alongside many of history’s greatest
minds specifically tasked with calculating the momentous
launch of astronaut John Glenn into orbit, and guaranteeing his safe return. Dorothy Vaughn, Mary Jackson, and
Katherine Johnson crossed all gender, race, and professional lines while their brilliance and desire to dream
big, beyond anything ever accomplished before by the
human race, firmly cemented them in U.S. history as true
American heroes.
2017 Academy Award Nominee for Best Supporting
Actress (Octavia Spencer) & Best Picture

115 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • Elevation Pictures • 100053E
127 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2017 • Fox F032083 • DVD: $42.99
DVD: $30.99
Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545
A division of
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FEATURE FILMS & DOCUMENTARIES
Fences
An African American
father struggles
with race relations
in the United States
while trying to raise
his family in the
1950s and coming
to terms with the events of his life.
2017 Academy Award Winner for
Best Supporting Actress
(Viola Davis)
139 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Paramount • P25647 • DVD: $34.99

Jackie
A searing and
intimate portrait
of one of the most
important and
tragic moments in
American history,
seen through the eyes of the iconic First
Lady, then Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy
(Natalie Portman). Jackie places us in
her world during the days immediately
following her husband’s assassination.
Known for her extraordinary dignity and
poise, here we see a psychological portrait of the First Lady as she struggles to
maintain her husband’s legacy and the
world of “Camelot” that they created
and loved so well.
2017 Academy Award Nominee for
Best Actress (Natalie Portman)
100 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016 • Fox
F175920 • DVD: $42.99

Manchester
By the Sea

2017 Academy Award Winner for
Best Actor (Casey Affleck) & Best
Original Screenplay
136 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Mongrel • MON1389 • DVD: $24.99

The Beatles: Eight Days a
Week - The Touring Years
A compilation of found footage featuring
music, interviews, and stories of The
Beatles’ 250 concerts from 1963 to 1966.
137 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Elevation Pictures • 100089E
DVD: $26.99
A division of

A five-year-old
Indian boy gets
lost on the streets
of Calcutta, thousands of kilometers from home.
He survives many
challenges before being adopted
by a couple in Australia; 25 years
later, armed with only a handful of
memories, his unwavering determination, and a revolutionary technology known as Google Earth, he sets
out to find his lost family and finally
return to his first home.
2017 Academy Award Nominee
for Best Picture, Best Supporting
Actor (Dev Patel), Best Supporting
Actress (Nicole Kidman), Best
Cinematography & Best Adapted
Screenplay
118 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016 • eOne
Films • AL528547 • DVD: $27.98

Arrival
When mysterious
spacecraft touch
down across the
globe, an elite
team - lead by
expert linguist
Louise Banks
(Amy Adams) - are brought together
to investigate. As mankind teeters
on the verge of global war, Banks
and the team race against time for
answers - and to find them, she will
take a chance that could threaten
her life, and quite possibly humanity.
2017 Academy Award Nominee
for Best Picture, Best Director
(Denis Villeneuve), Best Production
Design, Best Film Editing, Best
Cinematography & Best Adapted
Screenplay
116 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Paramount • P25287 • DVD: $34.99

Snowden
CIA employee
Edward Snowden
leaks thousands
of classified
documents to the
press. Rated ‘14A’.
Includes English &
French language tracks.
134 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2015
Elevation Pictures • 100046E
DVD: $30.99

Hacksaw
Ridge
The extraordinary, true story
of Desmond Doss
(Andrew Garfield)
who, in Okinawa
during the bloodiest
battle of WWII, saved 75 men without
firing or carrying a gun. He was the
only American soldier in WWII to fight
on the front lines without a weapon,
as he believed that while the war
was justified, killing was nevertheless wrong. As an army medic,
he single-handedly evacuated the
wounded from behind enemy lines,
braved fire while tending to soldiers,
and was wounded by a grenade and
hit by snipers. Doss was the first
conscientious objector awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
2017 Academy Award Winner
for Best Film Editing
131 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Elevation Pictures • 100087E
DVD: $30.99

Denial
Based on the
acclaimed book
“History on Trial:
My Day in Court
with a Holocaust
Denier,” Denial
recounts Deborah
E. Lipstadt’s legal battle for historical truth against David Irving, who
accused her of libel when she
declared him a Holocaust denier. In
the English legal system, the burden
of proof is on the accused, therefore
it was up to Lipstadt and her legal
team to prove the essential truth that
the Holocaust occurred.
110 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Elevation Pictures • 100078E
DVD: $30.99

Deepwater
Horizon
On April 20th,
2010, the world’s
largest man-made
disaster occurred
on the Deepwater
Horizon in the Gulf
of Mexico. Directed by Peter Berg
(Lone Survivor), this story honors the
brave men and women whose heroism would save many on board and
change everyone’s lives forever.
107 min. • Gr. 10-A • 2016
Elevation Pictures • 100048E
DVD: $30.99

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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A critically
acclaimed drama
about a man who
must face his
painful past when
he returns to his Massachusetts
hometown after the sudden death of
his beloved older brother.

Lion
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GUIDANCE – BULLYING & CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Hear Me
Now:
The Bullied
Have a Voice
“Hear Me Now” is
a stylish and poignant documentary
featuring compelling stories from dozens who have
been affected by bullying in schools
- and who continue to be affected,
giving viewers a candid look inside
the world of bullying and the inspiration to find hope amid the darkness.
51 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2016
Green Planet Films • GPF965
K-12 Schools $89
Boards/Colleges/Universities: $135
5-Year streaming rights: $350

Everyday Conflicts: Conflict Resolution
Conflicts between elementary students can arise for many reasons including
resources, needs, values and beliefs. In the classroom, on the playground or
on the bus, these conflicts can escalate into a physical altercation. “Handling
Everyday Conflicts” helps students learn simple strategies and techniques for
resolving conflicts. It presents a variety of typical, age-appropriate scenarios
showing children resolving conflicts with their peers. “Handling Everyday
Conflicts” will provide opportunities for developing necessary skills such as
effective communication, cooperation, compromise, and the affirmation of
each child - all part of the conflict resolution process. This program demonstrates to children how they can work out differences by themselves and also
to recognize issues where adult intervention may be required. Students will
learn that sometimes that it is okay to ask for help.
Watching “Handling Everyday Conflicts” and participating in the related activities of the program will help students learn alternatives to fighting as a way to
solve their disputes.
Learning Objectives

This program will help students:
• learn techniques for improving communication skills;
• recognize the importance of good communication and getting all
the facts when a conflict arises;
• learn the importance of employing good listening;
• figure out ways to compromise as a way to negotiate a conflict;
• know when and where to go for help when a conflict arises;
• practice conflict resolution techniques.

Includes downloadable Teachers Guide.
14 min. • Gr. 3-5 • 2017 • Mazzarella • MAZZ01 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $425

GUIDANCE & HEALTH
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The Bully
Report
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Stranger
Danger
Awareness:
The Five Traps

A relatable and
empowering story
of a student who
encourages his
classmates to take
a stand against
bullying. Developed with insight by
clinical psychologist Dr. Meredith
Murphy. Features real-life experiences with bullying from several
young students. Activities and discussion questions are included with
the program. Includes a DVD &
CD-ROM with a Digital Workbook.

This comprehensive program goes
through five common and dangerous traps students could encounter.
Dramatic vignettes are used to
clearly demonstrate each situation.
Drives home memorable points to
ensure kids remember how to stay
smart and play it safe in real life.
Includes a DVD & CD-ROM with a
Digital Workbook.

Learning Objectives:
• Have a clearer understanding of
what bullying is.
• Understand the long-term effects
of bullying.
• Recognize the importance of
speaking with a trusted adult in the
event of bullying.
• Be empowered to take a stand
against bullying.
7 min. • Gr. 3-6 • 2016 • Cerebellum
GH5167 • DVD: $99.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $450

Learning Objectives:
• Be able to recognize potentially
dangerous situations and strategies
commonly used to trap children.
• Understand that anyone can be
dangerous regardless of their
appearance or how well they know
them.
• Know how to avoid traps and be safe
both online and out and about.
10 min. • Gr. 3-6 • 2016 • Cerebellum
GH5168 • DVD: $99.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $450

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545

Teen
Dating
Abuse
Dramatic vignettes
reveal the story of
an average teen
whose first serious
relationship
becomes abusive. This effective
program brings teen dating abuse to
life and teaches viewers that anyone
can be affected. In addition, common
red flags are examined to ensure
students can recognize potentially
harmful situations. Includes a DVD &
CD-ROM with a Digital Workbook.
• Features insight from clinical
psychologist Dr. Meredith Murphy
and Teen/LGBT advocate
Gio Martinez.
• Impactful and easy to understand
story helps students learn how to
stay safe.
7 min. • Gr. 6-12 • 2016 • Cerebellum
GH5169 • DVD: $99.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $450

A division of

GUIDANCE & HEALTH
Addicted
Teens:
Legal Highs

Legal highs are
man-made substances/chemicals
and strong stimulants that have similar effects to
illegal drugs like cocaine, cannabis or
ecstasy. They are sometimes called
club drugs or new psychoactive substances (NPS) and provide physical,
emotional and hallucinogenic effects
and are marketed as a legal high.
They range from plants, to synthetic
drugs, to medicines you can buy from
a pharmacy. They are all legal, but
that does not mean they are safe.
There is often not enough research
about these drugs to know their
potency or the adverse effects from
human consumption. You cannot be
sure of what is in them or the effect
they could have on you. Many legal
highs have been directly linked to
poisoning, seizures, severe trauma
and in some cases death. So what is
a teen’s motivation to try these
drugs? This program attempts to find
out by asking teens the question,
What are legal highs?
Includes a Teacher’s Guide.

Addicted Teens: Molly Addiction
(Ecstasy/MDMA)
Ecstasy, also called “Molly,” is a stimulant (man-made)
club drug often abbreviated as MDMA that has hallucinogenic properties. MDMA works by providing a rush of
Serotonin and Norepinephrine, two neurotransmitters that
signal feelings of pleasure and happiness. Ecstasy is one
of the most popular drugs among teens today. It has
become a “marketing” term for drug dealers selling “Ecstasy-type” drugs
that may contain very little or no MDMA at all. While MDMA can produce
harmful effects, what is called Ecstasy today can contain a wide mixture of
substances - from LSD, cocaine, heroin, amphetamine and methamphetamine, to rat poison, caffeine and dog deworming substances. Despite the
cute logos dealers put on the pills, this is what makes Ecstasy particularly
dangerous - a user never really knows what he is taking. Ecstasy most commonly comes in pill form but can also be injected and taken in other ways.
Liquid Ecstasy is actually GHB, a nervous system depressant - a substance
that can also be found in drain cleaner, floor stripper and degreasing solvents. Student Discussion Includes: What is the chemical composition of
Ecstasy? How does it work? Why would a teen take Ecstasy in the first
place? How much does peer pressure play in Ecstasy use? Is Ecstasy addicting? Is Ecstasy considered a gateway drug? How is Ecstasy treated? What
are the short, mid and long-term effects of Ecstasy use? Is Ecstasy similar to
Meth use? Can you die from Ecstasy use? Where do teens typically first try
Ecstasy? What is Molly? Is it the same thing as Ecstasy? What does Molly
do? How dangerous is Molly? What are the other effects of taking MDMA
(Ecstasy or Molly)?
30 min. • Gr. 8-12 • 2016 • TMW • Q509DVD • DVD: $84.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

30 min. • Gr. 8-12 • 2016 • TMW
Q507DVD • DVD: $84.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $475

HEALTH – SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Let’s Talk About Series

Titles in Series:
Let’s Talk About: What You Need to
Know About Drugs

This program introduces young
learners to the types, and differences
between legal and illegal drugs.
Students will learn that legal drugs,
such as medicines are used to ease the
symptoms of sickness, cure diseases,
prevent and control illness. They will understand that
tobacco and alcohol are recreational drugs that are legal
only for adults to use, and that legal does not mean the
drug is safe. In addition, the program discusses the
short-term and long-term, harmful effects of abusing
tobacco and alcohol.
A division of

The program then focuses on illegal drugs including
marijuana, cocaine and heroin and how each can permanently damage your body and brain.
Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, children will:
• understand the difference between legal and illegal drugs;
• learn that medicines are drugs used to control, prevent
and cure illnesses;
• understand tobacco and alcohol are recreational drugs
that are only legal for adults;
• realize that legal does not mean it’s safe;
• recognize the harmful effects of drug abuse;
• understand that illegal drugs including marijuana, cocaine
and heroin can damage your body and brain.
DVD: GH5170 • Streaming: MM5170

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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This series, designed for elementary-aged children,
presents information on legal and illegal drugs in an
easy to understand way. It delves into the impact of the
use and abuse of these substances on the human body,
individuals, and society. Each program in the series
includes a Teacher’s Guide.
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HEALTH – SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Let’s talk About Tobacco

This program is designed to
present the serious, harmful effects of
smoking and nicotine to elementaryaged children. It provides students with
a realistic picture of how cigarettes and
the harmful substances found in
tobacco can damage their bodies. After
viewing, children will understand that
nicotine is an addictive drug and recognize the many
ways in which smoking damages different organs and
leads to life-threatening illnesses.
Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, children will:
• understand that tobacco is a plant that contains many
harmful substances including nicotine;
• learn that nicotine is an addictive substance;
• realize that smoking tobacco, or the use of smokeless
tobacco can cause damage to different parts of your body;
• understand the reasons why kids begin smoking;
• learn the immediate effects of smoking include bad breath,
yellow teeth, smelly clothes and more colds and coughs;
• understand that there are many substances in tobacco
that can cause cancer and other diseases.
DVD: GH5171 • Streaming: MM5171
Let’s Talk About Marijuana

Some people use marijuana for
medical reasons. Many more use it for
recreational purposes. This program is
designed for young learners and presents
information about what marijuana is and
how it affects the normal functioning of
your body, especially your heart, lungs
and brain. Students will come to understand that people
who use marijuana have difficulty with their memory, find it
hard to concentrate, and have problems learning.
DVD: GH5173 • Streaming: MM5173

Let’s Talk About Alcohol

This program presents
information about the use and abuse
of alcohol and how it affects a person’s body and brain. Designed for
young learners, the program provides
students with simple illustrations of
how alcohol can negatively affect
normal body functions. After viewing
this program, children will understand that alcohol is a
drug that can be very addictive. They will also understand that although alcohol is legal for adults, it is not
legal for younger people because of its harmful effects
on a developing body and brain.
Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, children will:
•
•
•
•

understand alcohol is a drug that can be addictive;
learn that there are age restrictions on the use of alcohol;
understand the short-term effects of alcohol;
learn that the long-term abuse of alcohol can lead to many
kinds of disease;
• recognize that alcoholism negatively impacts individuals,
families and communities.
DVD: GH5172 • Streaming: MM5172
Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, children will:
• understand that marijuana changes the way the brain
works;
• learn the immediate effects of marijuana on your body
and brain;
• understand marijuana impairs a person’s ability to
concentrate and learn;
• learn that marijuana prescribed for medical purposes is
legal;
• recognize that using marijuana for recreational purposes is
illegal.

4 x 11 min. • Gr. 3-6 • 2016 • Cerebellum/Mazzarella
Series - DVD: S0004766 - $469.95 • Series - 5-Year Streaming Rights: S0004769 - $1,440
Each: DVD - $129.95 • Each: 5-Year Streaming Rights - $400

Talk It Out: Teens, Substance Abuse and Addiction Series

2017 SPRING DVD NEW RELEASES

Through vintage footage, animation, graphics, and scientific demonstrations, this series explores various types of
substance abuse and addictions and their impact on individuals, families, and society as a whole.
Each program in the series includes a Teacher’s Guide.
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Talk It Out: Effects of Weed
on Your Body and Brain

Using vintage footage, the program
opens with a discussion of how peoples’ attitudes about marijuana have
changed dramatically over the years.
One thing is certain; marijuana changes
the way the brain functions. Viewers
will see how the THC in marijuana enters the lungs, is
absorbed into the bloodstream, and enters the brain
almost immediately. Viewers will understand the immediate effects of marijuana use on various body systems.
The program discusses the effects of marijuana on attention, memory and learning and cites the evidence from
scientific studies on the long-term, harmful changes in
the brain. In addition, the program explores the use of
medical marijuana and its legalization as a recreational
drug.

Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, students will:
• understand that marijuana changes the way the brain
functions;
• learn the immediate effects of marijuana on the body
systems;
• understand marijuana has negative effects on attention,
memory and learning;
• learn that marijuana is a drug that can be prescribed for
medical purposes;
• recognize that marijuana is an illegal recreational drug.
DVD: GH5177 • Streaming: MAZZ06

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545
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HEALTH – SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Talk It Out: How Addiction
Enslaves Your Brain

Talk It Out: Tobacco,
Vaping and Nicotine

In many surveys, the vast majority of
teenagers report that when they do
something their parents don’t approve
of, they’re just pursuing their freedom.
This program begins the discussion of
addiction and dependency from the
point of view of surrendering your freedom. Students will
learn that there are different types of addiction and that
addiction is a persistent and compulsive dependence on
an unhealthy behaviour. Viewers will come to understand
the difference between psychological and physical
dependence. Viewers will be introduced to a scientific
theory called the cycle of addiction and learn that scientific research has shown that addiction is a disease that
harms the brain and affects behaviour.

Using vintage footage, this program
shows viewers how social attitudes
about smoking have changed dramatically over the past several
decades. The program then focuses
on the short-term and long-term,
negative effects of smoking tobacco and vaping. It
explains the addictive power of nicotine. Students will
see real, vivid scientific demonstrations of the damaging
effect of smoking on the respiratory system and circulatory system. Animation and graphics help to present
how smoking negatively affects every part of the human
body and discusses the health and financial costs to
individuals and to society.

Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, students will:

After viewing this program, students will:

• understand that smoking tobacco has short and long-term
negative effects on the body;
• learn that nicotine is an addictive substance found in
tobacco;
• understand that vaping is not a safe alternative to
smoking;
• recognize the harmful health and financial costs to
individuals and society;
• learn that smoking tobacco and the use of smokeless
tobacco can lead to diseases including lung problems,
heart disease, and many kinds of cancer.

• understand that addiction is a persistent and compulsive
dependence on an unhealthy behaviour;
• learn the difference between psychological and physical
dependence;
• understand addiction is a disease that effects the brain
and behaviour.
DVD: GH5178 • Streaming: MAZZ07
Talk It Out: Underage Drinking,
Dangers and Consequences

The program starts off with an explanation of what alcohol is, how it’s produced, and its role as a celebratory
beverage in our society. Viewers will
come to understand why there are laws
prohibiting consumption of alcohol
under the legal drinking age. The video delves into the
immediate effects of alcohol consumption on blood
circulation and breathing. Viewers will learn alcohol
sedates the central nervous system and how it impacts
parts of the brain responsible for emotion and behaviour.
It explores the negative effects of alcohol abuse and
addiction on a person, family and the community. In the
end, students will understand that the decisions they
make about alcohol will influence their health, grades,
relationships, career and their freedom.
Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, students will:

DVD: GH5180 • Streaming: MAZZ09
Talk It Out: Heroin Abuse
and Addiction

This program begins with a discussion
about how our instincts drive us to
avoid pain or remove pain from our
lives. From this perspective, the video
explains the difference between
healthy and unhealthy approaches to
getting rid of pain. Students will learn about prescription
opioids and the potential risk of addiction that is identified by two key components, tolerance and withdrawal.
The program then targets the short and long-term
effects of heroin use, and explains how it harms various
body systems. Viewers will come to understand that
heroin addiction goes beyond physical dependence, and
that once addicted to heroin, a person’s primary goal in
life is to find and ingest the drug.
Learning Objectives:

After viewing this program, students will:
• understand heroin is an opioid that is highly addictive;
• learn that tolerance and withdrawal are identified as the
two key components of addiction;
• understand the short-term and long-term effects of heroin
use on the body and brain;
• recognize the relationship between our instincts to avoid
or remove pain from our lives;
• consequences of prescription drugs and heroin use.
DVD: GH5181 • Streaming: MAZZ10

5 x 15 min. • Gr. 7-12, C-A • 2016 • Cerebellum/Mazzarella • Series - DVD: S0004767 - $759.95
Series - 5-Year Streaming Rights: S0004768 - $1,800 • Each: DVD - $169.95 • Each: 5-Year Streaming Rights - $450

A division of
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• understand alcohol is a drug that can be addictive;
• learn that underage drinking is illegal;
• understand the short-term effects of alcohol and long-term
effects of alcohol abuse;
• recognize the negative impact of alcoholism on individuals,
families and society
DVD: GH5179 • Streaming: MAZZ08

Learning Objectives:
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HEALTH – PARENTING
Understanding Your Newborn
Improve newborn health and well-being with InJoy’s all-new. “Understanding Your Newborn” which
provides comprehensive, evidence-based education about baby care in the first six weeks and beyond.
Featuring modern, high-quality footage of actual newborns and real-life stories from first-time parents, this program allows you to teach in a clear and relatable way and deliver the latest guidelines
from the American Academy of Pediatrics and other trusted organizations, along with the importance
of baby cues, early brain growth, and bonding.
Content Includes:
• Newborn Traits: womb to world, skin-to-skin care,
appearance and reflexes, senses.
• Newborn Behaviours: states of alertness and how to
interact, newborn sleep and breathing patterns.
• Crying & Comforting: newborn crying patterns and why
babies cry, comfort techniques, coping with crying and
• Abusive Head Trauma, baby blues and PPD.
• Feeding: breastfeeding, formula, burping.
• Diapering: supplies, how-to, diaper rash, stool and urine
patterns, when to call a healthcare provider.

• Bathing, Nail Care, & Dressing: sponge bathing, tub
bathing, water safety, nail care, dressing.
• Newborn Health: cord care, circumcision/penis care, well
baby visits, jaundice, vaccines, hand washing and visitors,
taking temperature, when to call the healthcare provider.
• Newborn Safety: car seats, equipment recalls, SIDS,
second-hand smoke, safety straps, pets, siblings.

DVD includes Facilitator’s Guide and Parent Handouts.

REVIEWS:

“A comprehensive DVD that answers many of the questions new parents have about their baby’s first few weeks of
life. Professional quality using diverse, real-life parents.” - Julia Wilber, RN, BSN, Nurse Home Visitor
“This is useful, accurate, and relatable!”- Heidi Overacker, LCCE, CPS, BLS, Childbirth Educator
“I love the updated information, graphics, and interviews from parents.”
- Chris Logan, RN, ICCE, CLC, ICPD, Childbirth Educator
39 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2016 • Injoy Health Ed. • INJ258D • Baby Friendly Version: INJ258BF • Spanish: 258SD
DVD: $249.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $750

LITERACY & LITERATURE

2017 SPRING DVD NEW RELEASES

How a House
is Built
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A Picture
Book on DVD
(Iconographic): Gail
Gibbons combines
clear, simple
wording with her
signature illustrations to present
all the steps involved in building a
house. From the architect who draws
the plans, through the various types
of workers who construct it, to the
family who will make the house their
home, each aspect is explained with
bright colors and diagrams. Children
can easily follow along as construction begins at the ground level with
surveyors, describing the jobs of
carpenters and plumbers. The many
tools used to complete each task are
explained, ultimately showing how all
the workers’ efforts come together to
build a whole house from basement
to roof, both inside and outside.
9 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2016
Dreamscape • DM45764
DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

Ada’s Ideas
A Picture
Book on DVD
(Iconographic): Ada
Lovelace (18151852) was the
daughter of Lord
Byron, a poet, and
Anna Isabella Milbanke, a mathematician. Her parents separated when
she was young, and her mother
insisted on a logic-focused education, rejecting Byron’s “mad” love of
poetry. But Ada remained fascinated
with her father and considered
mathematics “poetical science.” Via
her friendship with inventor Charles
Babbage, she became involved in
“programming” his Analytical Engine,
a precursor to the computer, thus
becoming the world’s first computer
programmer. This picture book biography of Ada Lovelace is a compelling portrait of a woman who saw the
potential for numbers to make art.
“…highly recommended for
biography collections.”
- School Library Journal

Martin Finds
a Way
A Picture Book on
DVD (Iconographic):
This is a story about
finding a Way. Any
Way. You can share
the Way or you can
show the Way, and there are many
different Ways. Some Ways are better
for some. Other Ways are better for
others. The important thing is that
you find the Way that is best for you.
This is the idea shared in this beautiful new picture book of a young
explorer’s journey. Gorgeous illustrations leave the readers imagination
plenty of room to find their own way
through this uniquely narrated tale.
“This DVD could be useful to
educators looking for supplementary
materials on social emotional
learning.”
- School Library Journal
10 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2016
Dreamscape • DM61184
DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

16 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2016
Dreamscape • DM49540
DVD: $59.95
5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545
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Maybe Something Beautiful
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic):
What good can a splash of color do in
a community of gray? As Mira and her
neighbours discover, more than you
might ever imagine! Based on the true
story of the Urban Art Trail in San Diego,
California, Maybe Something Beautiful
reveals how art can inspire transformation - and how
even the smallest artists can accomplish something big.
Pick up a paintbrush and join the celebration!
“This empowering story of community engagement
might inspire kids to get involved in their own neighborhoods.” - Booklist
11 min. • Gr. K-4 • 2016 Dreamscape • DM61252
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

Cara’s Kindness
A Picture Book on DVD (Iconographic):
Cara learns that when you pass on
some kindness, it might make its way
back to you... Cara the Cat is struggling with picking the perfect song for
her new ice-skating routine. But when
a friend in need turns up at the rink,
Cara drops everything to lend a helping hand. All she
asks is that he pay it forward! Before long, Cara’s kindness is passed all around...and may even make its way
back home! Kristi Yamaguchi is an ice-skating Olympic
gold medalist and world champion who knows how to
lend a helping hand! As founder of the Always Dream
Foundation, Kristi helps promote early childhood literacy.
Through her newest picture book, Kristi inspires children
of all ages to pay it forward!
11 min. • Gr. PreK-3 • 2017 Dreamscape • DM63386
DVD: $59.95 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

To Walk Invisible: The Bronte Sisters (Masterpiece)
Charlotte, Emily and Anne Bronte face a bleak future, with their father half-blind, and troubled brother
Branwell in decline. As their situation worsens, Charlotte sees that writing could offer a way out.
120 min. • College/Adult • 2017 PBS • MAS74711 • DVD: $79.95

NATIVE STUDIES
Guardians of Eternity
This documentary examines the toxic
legacy of the Giant Mine in Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories. The Giant Mine was
part of the founding infrastructure of the
city of Yellowknife and can still be seen
on the outskirts of town. It is located near
the Yellowknives Dene First Nation communities of N’Dilo and Dettah and was built in 1949 without
consent on Dene hunting and harvesting grounds.

The recently passed environmental assessment includes a
number of measures, including an independent oversight
body and a perpetual care plan, and includes the requirement that research into a more permanent solution be
conducted and that the project be reviewed every 100
years. This is one of Canada’s most contaminated sites
and understandably there is much public awareness and
concern. “Guardians of Eternity” introduces the people
who are most affected by this gold rush legacy and looks
at the challenge of communicating the danger to future
generations posed by the existence of a substance that
will remain highly toxic forever.

A documentary by renowned Canadian
cinematographer Richard Stringer,
about Isaac O. Stringer (1886-1934),
an Anglican missionary who with his
courageous wife Sadie, devoted his life
to the Canadian north.
In 1909, on one of his many walking tours over his
vast diocese in the Yukon, Bishop Stringer and Charles
Johnson got lost in an early winter storm. When they ran
out of food the stewed their spare moccasins to stay alive.
Since then, Isaac Stringer became known as, “The Bishop
Who Ate His Boots.” This film makes creative use of a
rich collection of vintage photos, film and documents to
tell a remarkable story of how he earned the trust of the
Inuit and life among them. In doing so it provides a close
look at the culture and practices of the Inuit at the turn of
the 20th Century.
58 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2016 • Sheba Films • SFI05
DVD: $79.95 • 5-Year Streaming: $425
See Also:

Tulare: The Phantom Lake, Page 14

French and Spanish subtitled versions available.
45 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2015 • Sheba Films • SFI06
French: SF106F • DVD: $79.95 • 5-Year Streaming: $425
A division of

Preview all titles online at visualed.com • E-mail: sales@visualed.com
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For a number of years highly toxic arsenic trioxide, a byproduct of the roasting process used to separate gold from
the ore, spread widely from the roaster contaminating the
land around the mine. Today, the majority of the arsenic,
some 237,000 tones, is buried underground in frozen chambers. The Canadian and NWT governments are working to
remediate the site and the current plan includes keeping the
contaminants frozen, perhaps into eternity.

The Bishop Who Ate
His Boots
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PSYCHOLOGY - ETHICS
(Dis)Honesty:
The Truth About Lies
This documentary film explores how
and why people lie. Topics include plagiarism. It’s human nature to lie; we all
do it! From scandalous headlines to little
white lies, “(Dis)Honesty - The Truth
About Lies” explores the complex impact dishonesty
has on our lives and on everyday society. Interweaving
ground-breaking experiments from celebrated behavioural economist Dan Ariely with personal stories from
individuals affected by the unraveling of their lies, Ariely
and a team of scientists uncover our propensity to be

dishonest-sometimes even unknowingly. What’s revealed
is a fascinating look at the forces behind our collective
behaviour and the many truths behind lies.
Downloadable Discussion Guide available:
- Curriculum information suitable for history, English,
math and science, and more.
- Art activities as well as scientific experiments for
students, on a personal level and as groups.
90 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2015 • Mongrel Media
MON2080 • DVD: $69.99 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $900
See Also: Pay Your Interns! Page 3

Defendant Five, Page 14 | Guardians of Eternity Page 11

SCIENCE
Science Screen Report:
Volume 45

Each title in this series
examines the most recent
developments and discoveries in science and technology and is designed to help
students understand the vital role science plays in our
everyday lives. This is an ideal way to show students real
world science concepts and applications without leaving
the classroom. Many of the numerous SSR programs
have been used by Canadian Provincial Departments of
Education and by the Smithsonian Institute’s Teacher
Resource Center. Included on each DVD: A comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with lesson strategies, a program
overview, topical background information, suggestions
for critical thought, discussion and further study.
Titles in Series:

•

Chemistry: Periodic Table Part IV: (SSV4501)

The Periodic Table organizes elements by an atomic
number, based on the amount of protons in each element’s nucleus. Other factors include electron configuration and recurring chemical properties. Elements are
listed in order of increasing atomic number along with its
chemical symbol in each box. The elements iron, zinc
and selenium help promote health and fight disease and
they have commercial uses as well. Iron zinc and selenium, which happen to exist naturally, are also referred to
as trace minerals because humans need only small
amounts of them. 15:36 min.

2017 SPRING DVD NEW RELEASES

•
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Engineering: Composite Materials (SSV4502)

Composite materials (also called composition materials
or shortened to composites) are materials made from two
or more constituent materials with significantly different
physical or chemical properties, that when combined,
produce a material with characteristics different from the
individual components. This is an extremely broad definition that holds true for all composites, however, more
recently the term “composite” describes reinforced plastics. This episode will explain how composites work and
what the future holds for these amazing materials.
12:49 min.

•

Geology: The Science of Metallurgy (SSV4503)

Metallurgy is the study of the extraction, refining, alloying
and fabrication of metals and of their structure and properties. Metallurgy can be described as a sub-set of
“materials science” - the study of physical and chemical
behaviour of metals and alloys. This episode will discuss
the role of metals in our control of the environment.
Advances in agriculture, warfare, transport, even cookery
are impossible without metal, as was the entire Industrial
Revolution - from steam to electricity. 12:19 min.

•

Energy: Innovations in Solar Energy (SSV4504)

Solar energy - power from the sun - is a vast and inexhaustible resource. In the broadest sense, solar energy supports
all life on Earth and is the basis for almost every form of
energy we use. This program explains the three primary
technologies by which solar energy is commonly harnessed:
photovoltaic (PV), which directly converts light to electricity;
concentrating solar power (CSP), which uses heat from the
sun (thermal energy) to drive utility-scale, electric turbines;
and heating and cooling systems, which collect thermal
energy to provide hot water and air conditioning. 12:55 min.

•

Anthropometry: Studying The New Forensics
(SSV4505)

Anthropometry is the science that defines physical measures of a person’s size, form, and functional capacities.
Forensic science (often shortened to forensics) is the
practical application of science to matters of the law. In
criminal law, forensic science can help prove the guilt or
innocence of the defendant. In civil actions, forensics can
help resolve a broad spectrum of legal issues through the
identification, analysis and evaluation of physical evidence. This program will discuss how new innovations
and discoveries in forensic technology have important
scientific applications beyond law. 14:15 min.

•

Computer Science: Part 1, The Impact of
Computers (SSV4506)

In the current world it’s almost impossible to imagine that
someone can live without computers. Computers are being
used every day by individuals of all ages and the computer
has become one of humankind’s most versatile inventions,
affecting virtually every aspect of society. This program
explores the basic principles of computing and looks at how
computer scientists and engineers are working with today’s
top innovators to create dynamic systems that will run at
speeds never before thought possible, developing solutions
for current and future world challenges. 13:22 min.

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545
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SCIENCE
• Biology: Plant Science Feeds the Planet
(SSV4507)

To keep up with the growth in human population, the
quantity of food that will have to be produced over the
next 50 years will be greater than the past 10,000 years
combined. With seven billion people on the planet, traditional farming can only succeed with the assistance of
science and a host of hi-tech tools and innovations. This
program explores how farmers and scientists continually
adapt and innovate in order to produce enough food to
feed a hungry planet, while understanding and protecting the environment. 15:35 min.

•

Engineering: The Future of Graphene (SSV4508)

Over the last hundred years the world has witnessed
amazing advances in the fields of technology, energy,
sports and medicine. However, few discoveries have
shown the versatility or potential as graphene. Graphene
is a tightly packed layer of carbon atoms that are bonded
together in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice and are the
basic structural element of other allotropes, including graphite, charcoal, and carbon nanotubes. In this
program we learn how a thin layer of pure carbon just
one atom thick can be 100 times stronger than steel by
weight and has the potential to revolutionize electronics.
11:20 min.

8 x 12-15 min. • Gr. 9-12, C-A • 2016-17 • Allegro Series S0004754 • Each: DVD $49.95 • 5-Year Streaming $325
Series: DVD $339.95 • 5-Year Streaming $2,208

SCIENCE – ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Great Lakes on the Edge
All of the Great Lakes are experiencing environmental stresses with Lake
Ontario downstream of the other four
lakes, most impacted. This video deals
with one major issue and its consequences - that of excess nutrient inputs
from urban and rural areas. Using
underwater and aerial photography the
video explores the impact of excess fertilizers from city
sewage and agricultural runoff. These fuel both toxic
algae blooms and outbreaks of botulism that are deadly
to Great Lakes fishes and birds. The inshore shallows of
the Lakes are especially vulnerable to this form of pollution known as eutrophication. Raising awareness of the
Great Lakes’ problems is the first step to solving them.
Our health is tied to the health of our waters. Information
can lead to appropriate action and there is much we can
do individually, and collectively through policy, to reduce
pollution. After briefly surveying the Lakes’ rich inshore
areas and pollution impacts on them, this video includes
information on how changes in our diets and food production can make a difference. Together we can clean up
the Lakes. But first comes knowledge and awareness.
15 min. • Gr. 8-12, C-A • 2017 • Susan Gateley • SG01
DVD: $79.95 • 5-Year Streaming: $425

Baobabs:
Between Land and Sea

56 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2015 • Green Planet Films
GPF963 • K-12 Schools: $99 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $150 • 5-Year streaming rights: $400

A division of

Filmmakers and journalists have
worked on this film for nearly three
years, filming in more than twenty
states and conducting more than 120
interviews. Narrated by actor and
activist Mark Ruffalo, the film was a direct appeal to
President Obama as he shaped his environmental legacy, but it is also a very loud shout-out to every elected
official to carefully consider the growing evidence that
proves that leaving fossil fuels in the ground is the only
reasonable energy path forward.
95 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2016 • Green Planet Films
GPF970 • K-12 Schools: $89 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $135 • 5-Year streaming rights: $350

Dear Governor Cuomo
A cross between “The Last Waltz”
and “An Inconvenient Truth,” “Dear
Governor Cuomo” captures a concert
organized on the doorstep of the New
York State Governor to protest the
lifting of a four-year moratorium
against hydraulic fracturing (fracking). The event brought
together scientists, musicians, activists and actors in a
scripted night onstage inviting the Governor to join the
anti-fracking majority in his home state. The film that
resulted, written and directed by Jon Bowermaster, with
musical direction by Natalie Merchant, and featuring
Mark Ruffalo, Melissa Leo, Joan Osborne, Citizen Cope,
Medeski Martin and Wood and many more, is equal
parts message and music.
72 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2012 • Green Planet Films
GPF96 • K-12 Schools: $89
Boards/Colleges/Universities: $135
5-Year streaming rights: $350

Atlantic
75 min. • Gr. 9-12, C-A • 2016
Wreckhouse Prod. • WHP01
DVD: $125
5-Year Streaming Rights: $450

See page 2 for program details
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This film is a scientific adventure involving the baobab trees of
Madagascar and the Vezo, a nomadic
tribe of the sea. By their sheer size
and original shapes, baobabs are
among the most remarkable trees
on the planet. Relatively unknown,
in Madagascar the giants are currently threatened by
deforestation. To study them, in the heart of their forests,
the French biologist Cyrille Cornu travels by pirogue
with his colleague Wilfried Ramahafaly, exploring 400
km. of wild and isolated coastline in the southwest
of Madagascar. Available languages: English, French,
Italian, Russian, Spanish, Albanian

Dear President Obama:
The Clean Energy
Revolution is Now
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SCIENCE – ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Dear Governor Brown
When you think of California, what
images pop first into mind? Ocean …
beaches … mountains … healthy living
… Hollywood … beautiful people. All of
which are true. But so is the fact that
California is the third largest oil producing state in the USA. Today, while fourterm Governor Jerry Brown is an outspoken champion of
reducing emissions that contribute to global warming, he
is simultaneously a big promoter of California’s oil and gas
industry. This film asks, “Can you really be for both?”
25 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2016 • Green Planet Films
GPF968 • K-12 Schools: $59 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $99 • 5-Year streaming rights: $350

Defendant Five
Young Australian filmmaker, Heidi
Lee Douglas, goes to Tasmania to make
a documentary about the destruction of
the island’s ancient forests. As antilogging protests escalate, logging giant
Gunns Ltd. reacts to public pressure by
suing Heidi and 19 others for $6.4 million for allegedly conspiring to destroy the company’s
business. When Heidi discovers Gunns wants to use her
footage as evidence to support its claims, she faces a
crisis of conscience. Heidi’s response is to turn the camera
on herself to document her personal struggle as she goes
into battle against a corporation out of control.
30 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2014 • Green Planet Films
GPF958 • K-12 Schools: $69 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $99 • 5-Year streaming rights: $350

Losing the West

2017 SPRING DVD NEW RELEASES

This documentary film explores small
ranching and farming as exemplified by
the story of a lifelong Colorado cowboy.
Howard Linscott is the original
Marlboro Man, a gruff, chain-smoking
70-year-old who has been ranching all
his life. With sweeping shots of the
Colorado Rockies, the film explores whether cherished
Western traditions and this fiercely independent lifestyle
can survive as they collide with inevitable population
growth in the West and its dwindling natural resources.
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90 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2013 • Green Planet Films
GPF956 • K-12 Schools: $69 • Colleges/Universities: $125
5-Year streaming rights: $350
					

Materia Wood
In Italy there’s a strong tradition of
working with wood. In the Forest of
Violins in Paneveggio each tree is specially selected and felled for its quality
grain. The forest is never over-harvested, with a mindfulness of preserving the forest and the traditional trees
that are used to make the world’s finest violins and other
objects of art. Italian with English subtitles.
48 min. • Gr.4-12, C-A • 2015 • Green Planet Films
GPF962 • K-12 Schools: $89 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $135 • 5-Year streaming rights: $350

Red Wolf Revival
“Red Wolf Revival” Follow the last
remaining wild population of red wolves.
Centered on the historic recovery effort
in Eastern North Carolina, we document
the multifaceted struggle to reintroduce
one of the rarest animals on earth in the
face of cultural, economic, and biological challenges in North. Subtitled.
30 min. • Gr.5-12, C-A • 2015 • Green Planet Films
GPF957 • K-12 Schools: $79 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $125 • 5-Year streaming rights: $350

Tulare: The Phantom Lake

Tulare Lake in California’s Central Valley
was once the largest lake west of the
Mississippi. By the year 1910, the lake
had been completely dried by water
diversion and land reclamation, along
with the dislocation of the Valley’s
indigenous people. Today the region
maintains the most productive agricultural land in the
world and in the same locale, the most impoverished
Congressional District. Today a visionary land owner has
begun adjusting to climate change by advocating partial
restoration of what was once Tulare Lake. Along with his
new ideas, a successful and impressive lake and marsh
restoration project is already underway.
24 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2014 • Green Planet Films
GPF935 • DVD: $39.00 • 5-Year streaming rights: $350

Written on Water

When an Australian garbage collector,
Stuart Harris, takes a photo of a tiny
colourful spider, he has no idea how it will
change his life. An epic three-year quest
follows in which Stuart discovers much
more than just a spider unknown to science. This is a remarkable story of determination, self-discovery and the power of citizen science to reveal nature’s
most extraordinary and well-hidden wonders.

“Written on Water” focuses on the
Ogallala Aquifer and examines the conflicts, politics, economics and groundwater depletion in the U.S., High Plains
region. Farmers and communities survive
on the precious waters of the Aquifer, yet
it is being depleted at alarming rates.
Since the 1960’s, advances in irrigation technology allowed
farmers to transform the ‘Great American Desert’ into their
own fertile agricultural oasis. The Ogallala supports over
one-fifth of the grain, beef and cotton of the U.S. agricultural
economy and over 80% of the drinking water for people
living in the High Plains. But the Rocky Mountain waters that
fed the Ogallala Aquifer are not being replenished, so essentially, the Aquifer is being mined.

30 min. • Gr.9-12, C-A • 2015 • GPF961
K-12 Schools $79 • Boards/Colleges/Universities: $119
5-Year streaming rights: $350

57 min. • Gr.7-12, C-A • 2015 • Green Planet Films
GPF959 • K-12 Schools: $89 • Boards/Colleges/
Universities: $150 • 5-Year streaming rights: $400

Maratus: One Photo Can
Change Your Life
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SCIENCE: NATURE
SciGirls: Season 3

New from the NATURE Science Education Series

From their own backyards to a NASA
research center, these middle school
girls and their female STEM professional mentors are seriously into science, technology, engineering and
math (STEM). They track toads, count
clouds and much more, all in the name
of citizen science.
180 min. • Gr. 6-8 • 2017 • PBS • SGIR730
DVD: $69.95

Secrets of the Dead:
Leonardo, The Man
Who Saved Science

Yosemite
Yosemite was forged by time
and shaped by water, but with climate
change, it’s feeling the heat. Water is
scarcer and the threat of wildfire is
more common. See how critters survive as we investigate this great
wilderness.
60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • NAT73407
DVD: $69.95

Also Available on Blu-ray – Item# NA73407B

Viva Puerto Rico

Leonardo da Vinci is well known for his
inventions as well as his art. But new
evidence shows that many of his ideas
were realized long before he sketched
them out in his notebooks - some even
1700 years before him.
60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • SEDE7604
DVD: $69.95

Plants Behaving Badly:
The Intriguing Behavior
of Extraordinary Plants

Puerto Rico is a tropical island
infused with unique natural wonders
- from the deepest sea-trench to the
longest underground cave system;
from a startlingly bright bioluminescent
bay to vast rain forests that sometimes
really do rain frogs.
60 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • PBS • NAT73408
DVD: $69.95

Hotel Armadillo

Two groups of plants exhibit such
intriguing behaviour that a century and
a half ago they attracted the attention
of Charles Darwin. These same plants,
the orchids and the carnivorous plants,
still fascinate scientists today. In two, one-hour films,
‘Plants Behaving Badly’ reveals a world of deceit and
treachery worthy of any fictional thriller.

Deep in the heart of the
Brazilian wetlands, the mysterious
and secretive Giant Armadillo digs a
new burrow every other night. Once
this termite-eater moves on, it leaves
behind one of the hottest plots of real
estate in the Brazilian wetlands for 80
species of diverse and ever-changing 		
animal clientele.

120 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • PBS • PBEB701
DVD: $69.95

60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • NAT73429
DVD: $69.95

Wild Weather

60 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2017 • PBS • WIWE701
DVD: $69.95

SOCIAL STUDIES: HISTORY
Ascent of Evil: The Story of Mein Kampf
The Story of Mein Kampf is an autobiographical manifesto written by Nazi Party leader Adolf Hitler
while imprisoned following his 1923 failed coup attempt in Munich. In Mein Kampf, Hitler outlined
his political ideology and goals for Germany. Today, Mein Kampf is still available in libraries, on the
Internet, at universities and even at bookstores worldwide. Yet much of the history of this 720-page,
two-volume screed is now forgotten. Using historical footage, photographs and interviews with
scholars, Ascent of Evil plunges deep into the infamous blueprint for evil’s dark secrets and reveals
how this book came to be written and its impact on the world.
52 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • EPF Media • EPF16008 • DVD: $150 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

A division of
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Nature takes simple ingredients like air, earth, and water and
transforms them into something dangerous. Despite scientists studying it
for thousands of years, we know far
less about how weather works than
anyone might expect. Wild Weather is
an informative documentary featuring a series of ambitious, surprising, and revealing experiments that will
change the way you think about weather forever.
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SOCIAL STUDIES: HISTORY
Searching for Victor
“Young” Perez: The
Boxer of Auschwitz

Holocaust Escape
Tunnel (NOVA)

When actor Tomer Sisley first heard
about Victor “Young” Perez, he couldn’t
believe his ears. Inspired to make a
movie about his life, Sisley became
fascinated with the long-forgotten story
of Victor “Young” Perez, who rose to great fame in 1931
as the youngest world champion in boxing history—only
to be deported to Auschwitz, where he was forced to
box in the concentration camp for the amusement of the
guards. This compelling documentary follows Sisley on
his quest to learn more about Perez’s harrowing, emotional story and to meet the last people who knew Perez
and the secret of his tragic fate.

In the heart of Lithuania, a Holocaust
secret lies buried. A team of archaeologists probes the ruins of a Nazi death
camp to find the truth behind tales of a
tunnel dug by desperate Jewish prisoners and their daring escape.
60 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • PBS • NOVA7336
DVD: $69.95

Globe Trekker: Ottomans
vs. Christians Battle for
Europe (3 Shows)
See page 16 for details.
165 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016
Pilot Guides • PGD0174 • DVD: $51.98
5-Year Streaming Rights: $300
per show

68 min. • College/Adult • 2017 • EPF Media • EPF16009
DVD: $150 • 5-Year Streaming Rights: $400

TRAVEL & TOURISM
Globe Trekker:
The Story of
Spice
The Story of Spice
conjures images of
tempting culinary
arts, fascinating
travels to faraway
lands, and struggles for supremacy
with the rise and fall of empires. Globe
Trekker hosts travel around the world
to discover the extraordinary story of
the world’s most aromatic culinary
ingredients. Whereas spices were
once particular to specific countries
and regions, nowadays, they are
grown all over the world. Join Globe
Trekker hosts, with historians, horticulturists, and world-renowned chefs, as
they uncover The Story of Spice.

2017 SPRING DVD NEW RELEASES

60 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • Pilot
Guides • PGD0173 • DVD: $32.98
5-Year Streaming Rights: $300
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Globe
Trekker: The
Lost World of
Joseph Banks
(5 Shows)

See page 1 for
details.

Globe Trekker:
Ottomans vs.
Christians
- The Battle
for Europe
(3 Shows)

In this three-episode
series, host Julian
Davison, takes us on a swashbuckling
journey across Turkey, the Balkans
and Russia, charting the Ottoman
Empire’s extraordinary military
campaigns into Europe and witnessing, first hand, many of its legacies.
Julian returns to the very spot that the
Ottoman warriors first crossed into
Europe and reflects on the meaning
and influence of the Ottoman Empire’s
incredible 500-year presence in
Europe.
• Episode 1:
Dreams of Empire
• Episode 2: Vienna:
The Golden Apple
• Episode 3:
The Sick Man of Europe
165 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • Pilot
Guides • PGD0174 • DVD: $51.98
5-Year Streaming Rights: $300
per show

150 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • Pilot
Guides • PGD0177 • DVD: $51.98
5-Year Streaming Rights: $300
per show

Phone: 1.800.668.0749 • ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 247
AB: Ext. 835 • Public Libraries: Ext. 258 • Fax: 866-664-7545

Globe Trekker:
Rust Belt
American
Titans
(2 Shows)

In this two-episode
Globe Trekker
Special, explorer
Megan McCormick spans the
American Midwest and the Great
Lakes States in search of the innovations that ignited the Industrial
Revolution in America. The “Rust
Belt” was the manufacturing heartland of the nation, where some of
America’s most prominent industries,
such as steel production and automobile manufacturing, were located.
Even with its economic decline over
the years, Megan discovers on her
travels that the Rust Belt is a region
bristling with life. As the young
move in, they are regenerating the
once monumental metropolises of
America’s gilded age, with their enterprise and zeal.
120 min. • Gr. 9-A • 2016 • Pilot
Guides • PGD0175 • DVD: $51.98
5-Year Streaming Rights: $300
per show

Please visit our website www.
visualed.com for over 140 other
episodes in the Globe Trekker
Series.
Purchase a combination of 10
or more DVDs from the Globe
Trekker Series and receive a 10%
discount off the listed pricing!
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WORLD ISSUES & EVENTS
Frontline: Trump’s Road
to the White House

Frontline: Divided
States of America

An investigation of how Donald Trump
defied expectations to win the presidency. Through interviews with key
players, the film shows how Trump
rallied millions of supporters, defeated
adversaries, and who he’s bringing into
the White House with him.

The film examines how President
Obama’s promise of change and unity
collided with racial and political realities. Part Two examines racial tensions in America, the war for control of
the GOP, and the growing dysfunction
in Washington.

60 min. • College / Adult • 2017 • PBS • FRN73507
DVD: $69.95

240 min. • College / Adult • 2017 • PBS • FRN73505
DVD: $79.95
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